Identifying cause and effect helps us to understand what happens and why it happens. Signal words can help us identify cause and effect relationships.

Use the signal words in the text below to help you identify the cause and effect relationships. Fill in the graphic organiser.

### Signal Words

- so
- therefore
- if
- for this reason
- since
- this leads to
- thus
- due to
- because
- as a result
- consequently
- then

### Parts of a Pitcher Plant

The pitcher plant has deeply folded leaves, creating the shape of a cup. The inside walls of the pitcher plant are very slippery, causing insects that climb into the plant to slip to the bottom. The opening of the plant has several downward-pointing hairs. Therefore, it is very difficult for insects to climb out. The pitcher plant also has a lid which can cover the opening. Without this lid, rainwater would fill the plant, thus diluting the important digestive juice. Although pitcher plants are native to North America, people all over the world are fascinated by them. Consequently, many nurseries around the world sell this amazing plant.
Cause and Effect - Answers

Identifying cause and effect helps us to understand what happens and why it happens. Signal words can help us identify cause and effect relationships.

Use the signal words in the text below to help you identify the cause and effect relationships. Fill in the graphic organiser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Words</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>so</td>
<td>therefore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if</td>
<td>for this reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>since</td>
<td>this leads to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thus</td>
<td>due to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>because</td>
<td>as a result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consequently</td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parts of a Pitcher Plant**

The pitcher plant has deeply folded leaves, creating the shape of a cup. The inside walls of the pitcher plant are very slippery, causing insects that climb into the plant to slip to the bottom. The opening of the plant has several downward-pointing hairs. Therefore, it is very difficult for insects to climb out. The pitcher plant also has a lid which can cover the opening. Without this lid, rainwater would fill the plant, thus diluting the important digestive juice. Although the pitcher plant is native to North America, people all over the world are fascinated by the pitcher plant. Consequently, many nurseries around the world sell this amazing plant.

- **cause** Sides slippery
  - **effect** Insects slip to bottom

- **cause** Downward-pointing hairs on opening
  - **effect** Difficult for insects to climb out

- **cause** Rainwater fill the plant
  - **effect** Plant’s digestive juices dilute

- **cause** Pitcher plants are very popular
  - **effect** The plants are sold in many nurseries
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